as functions of A and f[ =e-'/kT -1, E being the energy of interaction between a pair of particles on neighbouring sites] for a 3-dimensional simple cubic lattice gas with A 3 sites, a 2-dimensional square lattice gas with A 2 sites and a 1-dimensional lattice gas with A sites. In this short note, using those expressions, we investigate the A dependence of the b1 ; the details are described in Paper IV. 4 ' First let us discuss some special cases : For T-'?oo or for c-'70, we have j-'70; then by (7 · 2a), (7 · 3) and (7 · 4a) of I, b1 [ = alO] =(1,1,1)(-1) 1 -1 /l (for !:2'1 for f=O), which is independent of A. For T -'70 with c>O, we have f->-1; for T-'70 with c<O, we have f-"> +co. If f= -1, then b1 is monotonically increasing (l = 3, 5, 7) or decreasing (l=2, 4, 6, 8) with A (_?1). For A= 1, no prototype exists, hence {]), = (0, 0, 0) for every r; thus by (5 · 6) of I we have S2 m~-' = (0, 0, 0) for every m and fJ. for A= 1. Therefore by (7 ·4b) of I, = (0, 0, 0) for every l and /1 (~1) for A= 1. Thus by (7 · 2a), (7 · 3) and (7 · 4a) of I, b1 [ = 310] =(1,1,1)(-1) 1 -1 /l (for l>1 for A=1), which is independent of f. We assume b1 = (0, 0, 0) for l?;2 for A= 0 by analogy with the case of continuous gases. 5 l,Bl
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The limit b 1 col of b 1 for },-'?co is positive or negative depending on f [see Fig. 1 Let us examine the behaviour of bz for f>fz*. In the 1-, 2-and 3-dimensional cases, b2 increases monotonically from -1/2 at A=1 towards b2 <ol C>O) at A=oo. b 1 (l>3) for the 1-dimensional case, starting from ( -1) l-l / l at A= 1, decreases and/ or increases in a certain manner, and has an essential minimum (i.e., a minimum becoming deep indefinitely as j-'?oo) at A =l-1 (the minimum value is negative), and increases monotonically towards b 1 <OJ C>O) with increasing A. The essential minimum arises from the fact that, e.g., when l=5, Temperley diagrams A (with one a.p. [=appendant particles]), B (with no a.p.) and C (with no a.p.) [each having
a negative coefficient] are the diagrams with the highest power of f which can exist for A= 4. In the 2-dimensional case ba for f<2 has a minimum at A=2 and increases monotonically towards b 3 <DJ C>O) at A= oo; the minimum disappears for 1>2 since E (with no a.p.) [having a positive coefficient] is the diagram with the highest power of I for A=2. b4 for 1<0.87298334 has a maximum at A=2 and a minimum at A= 3 and increases towards b4 coJ C>O). b4 has only a minimum at A= 3 for 0.87298334<1<1.1084737 and at A=2 for 1.1084737<1<2; the minimum disappears for 1>2, owing to diagram G (with no a.p.).
, b6, b7 and b6 have an essential minimum at A=2 for I large enough (as well as other possible minima and maxima for I small enough) and increase monotonically towards b 5 COJ C>O) , b6 coJ C>O) , b 7 coJ C>O) and b 6 coJ C>O) respectively. This is due to the fact that the diagrams with the highest power of I for A=2 in b5, b6, b7 and b6 are G (with one a.p.), L (with no a.p.), N (with no a.p.) and P (with no a.p.) respectively, each having a negative coefficient. We deduce that b9 has no essential minimum because, in b9, P (with one a.p.) exists for A=2 and R (with no a.p.) also exists for A>3. b 10, b 11 , b12, b1 3, etc. have an essential minimum at A=3, owing to diagrams R (with one a.p.), S (with no a. Prog. Theor. Phys. Vol. 56 (1976) , Oct. July 21, 1976 It has been pointed out that the forward dispersion relation (FDR) is a useful tool to analyse the hadron nucleus scattering In a subsequent paper we shall discuss the condensation of macroscopic lattice gases, on the basis of the results of the present research. as m the case of elementary particle physics.U • 21 In this note we show consequences of application of FDR to the kaon carbon scattering. Such analysis is of special interest because we can expect that characteristic features of the nuclear system with nonzero strangeness quantum number are exhibited without referring to any specific model. FDR relates the measured quantities, total cross sections of K + and K-on car bon, !J+ and !J_, respectively, the K-12 C scattering length, a_, and real parts of the scat-
Application of Forward Dispersion Relation to Kaon Carbon Scattering

